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The Challenge of Investment Choice



“Survey on Investment Choice by Pension Fund Members”

The paper examines the choices currently available to members in
16 countries with mandatory and voluntary DC plans
Mainly, it analyses how they are making use of options for 
choosing managers and portfolios.

Choice of pension fund manager:

Individuals make the choice of provider in most countries - in only 
two countries the choice rests with employers. 
Normally, no fees are involved for switching between managers. 
The option of a default institution for those members who do not
make an active choice appears in some countries.
In general, countries have limited the universe of providers by 
imposing a set of licensing condition that limit market entry.
In some countries, provider choice is limited by the natural 
concentration of the market for this specialized service.
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“Survey on Investment Choice by Pension Fund Members”

B. Choice of portfolio:

In most countries individuals choose between different portfolios 
– in only a few countries members choice is severely restricted. 
In some countries investment limits for each fund are set by law -
in others managers are free to choose their own investment rules, 
within the general framework of the law.  
In most countries providers may use fees and charges to 
discourage switching – sometimes regulators also impose limits –
whilst in only a few countries, members can switch at any time 
without limitation.
Most countries specify a default portfolio – though the structure 
differs between countries, some for example varying the default 
option according to the age group. 
Normally, managers can charge a switching fee - only in a few 
countries is switching between portfolios free of charge.



Individual choice in the riskiest portfolio
(mandatory pension systems)
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